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Technology continues to rapidly transform the way we connect, communicate and interact. Successful 
businesses also have to transform rapidly. They must also focus on the culture; given culture is a proven 
fundamental driver of operational and financial results.

We are no longer driven by the hierarchical structures, but simplifying into customer centric networked 
teams. We must operate within a flatter structure in order to be nimble enough to change quickly with the 
times, and respond to our customers requirements.

In this flatter structure, four foundations traits must be fostered and developed:
1. Teams must be empowered by their leaders to harness the team members’ innate knowledge of the  
  business and its clients. 
2. All levels must step up and man the O.A.R. - creating an O.A.R.ganisation; one where people take  
  Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility for the behaviours and results they achieve. 
3. Co-operation across silo’s, inter-departmental collaboration, and creative co-creation is encouraged  
  and recommended. 1 + 1 = more than two. Two heads are better than one. We must see a move away  
  from ‘silo’ mentality, and a move towards empowered networked teams who collaborate, leverage and  
  harmonise, and
4. Team members prepared to create a ‘multi-person relationship’ with all team members ie their peers.  
  A team dynamic where trust, safety and confidentiality is at its core.

What is c³ ?
c³ is a culture transformation process designed to fast-track the required culture shift.

It equips leaders with the tools and skills to navigate and lead their teams through the required transforma-
tion. It includes a unique process where team-members, themselves, map the current reality versus the 
desired culture, then co-create the actions required. In essence the team members transcend engagement 
to accountability for the results achieved both at an individual and team level.

Created by Ian Stephens, founder of the enRich Training & Development (enRich), c³ is a proven process 
where ‘Inspired Leaders’ meet ‘Engaged Teams’ in order to drive financial and operational performance
 
  “Within six months of undertaking the c3 transformational process we won ‘Life Insurer of the Year’   
  award. We now have an underwriting unit who are ‘best in industry’.
  Luke Banfield – Head of CS&O – Retail Life Division – TAL Australia.

How does it work?
c³ involves 5 phases over the course of a 4 – 12 month period
1. Research
2. The O.A.R-inspired Leadership Module
3. Team Members Workshop – “Mapping the Journey”
4. Implementation Phase
5. Measure Progress and Celebrate

    The c³ Transformational Change process has made a huge contribution to ‘unsticking’ some very  
   stuck and traditional teams within Lexis Nexis. It has created traction and movement in our transition  
   from a legacy of ‘publisher’ to ‘customer centric solution provider’.
   Rebecca Downie – Org. Development Manager – Lexis Nexis Australia

Phase 1: Research  (1/2 day)
enRich conducts a series of research interviews with key stakeholders, in order to understand the current 
culture, desired culture, company language, and its current systems. This will allow the process, when it 
is conducted, to be highly tailored and relevant.  It has the added bonus as creating buy-in prior to the 
workshops. 

Phase 2: The O.A.R-inspired Leadership Module  (3 days)
The culture of an organisation is a reflection of the leader’s values and behaviours. During this phase the 
leadership tiers will:

•	Learn the foundations principle used by empowered organisations
•	Discover the 12 tools and skills required to engage and inspire their teams
•	Understand the 4 power models and tools to navigate and transform their team
•	Explore how organisational transformation begins with the personal transformation of the leader
•	Become subject matter experts in how to champion the Implementation phase designed to catapult  
 their team into transformational action.

Phase 3: Team Member Workshop   (1 day)
A fast-tracked culture transformation can only occur if all team members man the OAR, taking high Owner-
ship, Accountability and Responsibility for collaborating across teams and silo’s. In this one day workshop, 
team members:

•	Learn the 7 principles and tools of an empowered O.A.R.ganisation
•	Map the transformational journey required
•	Co-create the Action Plans to be implemented by them
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Phase 4: Implementation Phase 
The most successful implementation processes are driven internally, as distinct from relying on an external 
organization or consultant. From this viewpoint, enRich become a ‘implementation resource partner’ who 
supports and assists key leaders to ensure the process has ‘traction’ and becomes ‘business as usual’ 
within the organization. The internal champions drive implementation, with support from enRich WHO
FACILITATE low cost tele-cons or on-line webinar sessions to ensure momentum is created and maintained. 
Most importantly, the benefits derived from the program are embedded within the team’s behaviours and 
work practices – this is the lasting legacy of the program and is the gauge of true success of the program.
 
Phase 5: Measure Progress and Celebrate  (1/2 day)
Approximately 6 – 8 weeks after the Phase 3 Team Member Workshops, the team attends a follow-on half 
day workshop. The focus is on:

•	Team Members presenting a progress update to the entire team on progress in delivering the Action  
 Plans adopted at the Phase 3 Team Member Workshops
•	Maintaining the momentum and the motivation to continue the transformation journey
•	Sharing and celebrating success stories 

Many teams plan some form of team building activity to coincide with the conclusion of the Phase 5 half 
day workshop.

Business Outcomes:
•	Operational efficiency and productivity improvement
•	 Improved Financial performance 
•	 Improved employee focus, engagement & morale
•	 Increased leadership capability
•	 Inter-departmental collaboration
•	Fast-tracked culture change and ripple affect results 

  Thank You for facilitating the c³ sessions with the CS&O Business Transformation Team. All participants  
  have taken giant steps forward. Also the team has become much more cohesive with all team mem- 
  bers now fully engaged which has enhanced their results – the culture shift has been truly amazing in  
  that it has occurred so rapidly and effectively. This change and the associated outcomes has largely  
  been attributed to your facilitation & leadership through these sessions – your engagement with the  
  team was also amazing.
  Bob Smith - Business Transformation Manager – CS&O – TAL Life Australia

SKILLS TOOLS AND CONTENT OVERVIEW:

The c³ Leadership O.A.R-inspired Module

Day 1: Engage & Inspire
•	Understand why transformation (we use that word deliberately instead of change) is a natural and  
 critical process
•	Learn the foundation principles of the empowered O.A.R.ganisation
•	Explore the 7 Step Pathway we must individually and collectively follow if we are to master any new  
 skills, transform, grow, or achieve any desired outcome
•	Exploring the 7 universal life requirements and their practical application to create engaged and inspired  
 team members
•	Discover and debate the 7 O.A.R.some leadership traits, and
•	Learn to be reconnected to the 12 underpinning principles used to capture both the minds and the  
 hearts of the team. 

Day 2: Navigate & Transform
•	Understand human behaviour and a framework to know where to work to create permanent  
 transformation
•	Appreciate that the culture of an organisation is a reflection of the leader’s values and behaviours, and
•	Learn the 4 power models used by O.A.R.some leaders to leverage their teams power, navigate them  
 through transformation, and fast-track improved results

Day 3: Self-Leadership and Implementation

AM Session: Congruent & Authentic Leadership
In this session you will explore the 4 self-leadership disciplines practiced by O.A.R.some leaders. By  
harnessing the power of these 4 disciplines, we will be prepared to:

•	Groom and prepare for success
•	Manage time and priorities more effectively
•	Maintain the required work/life balance
•	Avoid being overwhelmed and the risk of burnout
•	Walk the talk and lead by example
•	Operate with full Integrity and Authenticity

PM Session: Integrate and Implement
•	Explore the 7 step Pathway our teams and O.A.R.ganisation must follow if we are to deliberately create  
 our collective future. 
•	Use the models and tools learned during C³ to plot the journey and plan the way forward
•	Prepare our plans (Personal & Team) in readiness for the implementation phase of c³, and
•	Become a ‘champion’ of the implementation process that teams will soon experience
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c³ Team Member Workshop  (1 day)

‘Employers of Choice’ organisations (ones where we want to work and give of our energy) have three 
traits in common:

• They create a collaborative culture; one which features teams who may work in silo’s, yet co-operate   
 across the organisation for the greater good of themselves and the organisation,

• Team members are recognised for their innate knowledge of the business and its clients, and are  
 involved in co-creating the plans which must be implemented to achieve personal, team or organisational  
 goals, and 

• They invest in developing their people so everyone’s EQI (Emotional Intelligence; your ability to under-  
 stand self and the affect you have on your team members) increases.

In this module, participants:

• Learn the 7 Step Pathway require to achieve any personal or professional KPI’s or goals

• The 7 underpinning principles of the c³ process – tools and skills to create a culture where team  
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• Engage in a unique workshop which allows them to determine the current situation, map the journey to  
 the desired culture, and co-create the actions plans which will need to be implemented to gain traction  
 and movement…fast!; and

• Learn how best to embed the new tools and techniques into your organisation to enable the new ways  
 of working to be retained into the future.

Team members are encouraged to step up and be part of several project teams which will have responsi-
bility for bringing the plans to life in the ‘Implementation Phase’ of c³.

   “A BIG thank you for stirring up the status quo with my national sales team Ian. The c³ process is  
   creating its magic here at ghd as the team rolls into the implementation phase. The significant shift in  
   attitude is obvious, and the resultant flow on affect through-out the culture is already evident.”
   Ann-Maree Mason – ghd - National Sales Director
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